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ELECTRIC COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

Brushless DC Drives  
for Auxiliary Units



Brushless DC Drives for Auxiliary Units 
of Electric Commercial Vehicles
Many commercial vehicle manufacturers are focusing on electrified vehicles as a climate-friendly solution.  

In addition to the traction drives, many auxiliary units must also be electrified. The market is therefore  

urgently looking for efficient and innovative solutions that are quickly available for testing and at the same  

time meet the high requirements of the automotive industry. With the CPM150 High Voltage BLDC platform, 

Compact Power Motion offers brushless DC motors with internal permanent magnets and the associated 

power electronics that meet these requirements.
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g CPM has applied itself intensively 
to the tasks and challenges of progres-
sive electrification in the field of com-
mercial vehicles in recent years. In this 
context, the particular focus is on higher 
power density and better energy stor-
age efficiency at higher voltages. Most 
auxiliary units will also outlast the 
 combustion engine, but need a new 
drive source. Therefore, auxiliary units 

are electrified, which requires many  
new components. Another major chal-
lenge is the strong market segmentation 
with many established but also new 
OEMs and their different electrification 
strategies. This results in rather small 
batches and allows no standardization, 
at least in the short term. CPM has there-
fore developed the CMP150 High Voltage 
Brushless Direct Current (BLDC) plat-

form, which is quickly available for test-
ing. It is flexible both in design and 
applications to adequately address mar-
ket fragmentation and slow launch.

HIGH VOLTAGE PLATFORM

To address the high diversity of applica-
tions in the market and the lack of a 
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defined standard, the market require-
ments were first studied. Through a 
methodical survey of the needs of the 
commercial vehicle market, the most of 
the to-be-electrified auxiliary functions 
were summarized and represented them 
with the torque versus rotational speed 
parameters, FIGURE 1. Applications such 
as Electro-Hydraulic Power Steering 
(EHPS), Electric Power Steering (EPS), 
Coolant Pumps (CP), Air Compressor for 
Braking (ACB), climate compressor/Heat 
Pumps (HP), Coolant Fans (CF), were 
considered. A large number of these 
applications can be accommodated 
through two different electric motor con-
cepts and diameters. For applications 
such as EHPS, ACB and CP, an Outer 
Diameter (OD) of 150 mm is a good com-
promise between volume, weight and 
cost. This is where the CPM150 platform 
comes in. For appli cations which require 
more torque at lower speeds, such as 
coolant fans, a diameter of 200 mm is 

better suited. On this basis, the platform 
can be extended to CPM200.

Each platform has a specially designed 
electric machine and an integrated con-
troller. The latter was developed for DC 
voltages of 24 or 850 V. The control soft-
ware is the same for all platforms and 
integrates most of necessary control 
strategies, such as field- oriented control 
with field weakening capacity, sensorless 
control, Maximum Torque Per Ampere 
(MTPA), three- or  six-phase control. The 
modular software architecture allows 
proof-of-concept prototypes to be built 
quickly for testing activities at the 
customer.

BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR WITH 
INTERNAL PERMANENT MAGNETS

The electric machine design is a brush-
less DC motor with Internal Permanent 
Magnets (IPM). By choosing the right 
number of poles (12) and slots (8), the 

motor design is a successful compromise 
between power density, torque density, 
complexity, Noise, Vibration and Harsh-
ness (NVH) as well as cost. The 12/8 
structure chosen is a healthy basis to 
develop an optimized drive. Further-
more, the patented motor structure  
offers an optimized fill factor and a  
simple assembly process due to the 
straight teeth.

For example, a 800 V pump drive with 
5 kW of continuous mechanical output 
can be offered, which is designed for 
operation under the most difficult condi-
tions, such as 140 °C ambient tempera-
ture and 90 °C coolant temperature. The 
maximum magnetic flux density in an 
electrical period is here kept below 1.7 T 
in continuous operation (S1) conditions. 
This machine can be used for different 
applications which need a harmonious 
and con tin uous operation mode. Special 
attention has been given to NVH during 
the design phase, by optimizing the elec-
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FIGURE 1 Market and application requirements for electric drive specifications (© cpM)
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tric machine in order to keep the torque 
ripple (Trip) below 5 % of the rated 
torque (Trat). Another key focus was on 
the Maxwell pressure in the air gap and 
its variation. Both have an impact on the 

force and force dynamic excitation of the 
motor stator and thus on the noise emis-
sion. To shape the Maxwell pressure in 
the air gap, CPM has developed proto-
types of several motor configurations 

which were measured in an anechoic 
chamber with different rotor topology. 
This showed that with the same stator 
and the same number of pole pairs, the 
results can range from fair, FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3 Toolbox of the control system (© cpM)

FIGURE 2 sound pressure 
level measurements and 
comparison of different 
electrical machine 
 structures (© cpM)
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FIGURE 5 Toolbox and platform for the electrification of auxiliary units (© cpM)

FIGURE 4 The cpM150 Bldc platform with a power of 5 kW is tested at a dc voltage of 850 V (© cpM)
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(Rotor A), to good, FIGURE 2 (Rotor B). 
The aim is to avoid strong structural 
reactions to the rotational speed spec-
trum as soon as the motor is installed in  
a customer system like a pump or a com-
pressor, so that the excitation of the entire 
structure and especially the resonance 
modes of the system are minimized.

POWER ELECTRONICS  
AND CONTROL

Where the CPM150 electric drive design 
is based on an easy scalable platform 
approach to minimize the manufactur-
ing investment, the power electronic is 
highly dependent from OEM’s applica-
tions and requirements. Under these 
conditions, CPM built a comprehensive 
toolbox, FIGURE 3, to quickly adapt the 
converter to the requirements and elec-
tric machine. On power electronic level, 
several architectures have been devel-
oped, from DC 24 V (6 kVA) to DC 850 V 
(25 kVA). This allows many of the auxil-
iaries’ requirements to be covered and  
to quickly bring a proof-of-concept on  
the test bench. Depending on specific 

requirements, several converter topolo-
gies are available, from conventional B6 
to multilevel architecture with fail-safe 
function. Each of the possible topologies 
can be developed with different types of 
power semiconductor, depending on power 
requirements, voltage level, efficiency tar-
gets and total cost of ownership of the so -
lution. Most of solutions are IGBT- or mos-
fet-based. The converter power stage can-
not operate autonomously and needs an 
optimized control algorithm and software.

At the level of control and software, 
the modular software platform Modus 
was developed, the main goal being  
to adapt quickly to different applica-
tions, customers and requirements. It is 
CAN2.0 J1939 network protocol compati-
ble and offers a Human Machine Inter-
face (HMI) to assist the customer in 
parameterizing and controlling the sys-
tem. The platform’s Modusar control 
library enables integration in an Autosar 
Complex Device Driver (CDD) and can 
be smoothly integrated according to the 
 latest automotive standards. The control 
strategies are first tested on a special  
test bench using rapid prototyping before 
they are programmed for a 32-bit micro-

controller. The test benches are suitable 
for testing of both low voltage (DC 12 to 
60 V) and high voltage (up to DC 1000 V) 
electric machines and controllers in a 
power range up to 30 kVA, FIGURE 4.

SUMMARY

Since 2018, CPM has worked to develop 
tools and a comprehensive electric motor 
platform to provide the commercial vehi-
cle market with a quick and customized 
solution for their auxiliary units specific 
electrification needs. The available plat-
form concept has already been expanded 
for new performances and applications 
according to the target groups’ needs, 
FIGURE 5. Furthermore, CPM technologies 
are adopted by the partner company 
Sonceboz to develop a product portfolio 
of electric drives for auxiliaries.
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YOUR PARTNER IN TAILOR-MADE SOLUTIONS  
FOR ELECTRIFICATION
Demand for climate-neutral and quiet transportation is transforming the Commercial Vehicles industry. 
Emissions reduction commitments drive the market to continuously optimize diesel engines and gra-
dually introduce zero-emission vehicles. Our intelligent electrification solutions for demanding environ-
ments offer more efficient management of current and future key technologies while ensuring the safety 
and cybersecurity of the vehicle.

www.sonceboz.com


